Effect 1 Vs. 1 Continuous Game Against Learning Outcomes Dribbling And Controlling in Football

Abstract—1 Vs. 1 continuous is a game model in football with a one-on-one player, the first player to dribble and control the ball and the second player as the opponent who becomes the shadow to seize control of the ball from the first player. The purpose of this study is to find information from existing problems, to 1). Know the effect of game 1 vs. 1 continuous to dribbling learning outcomes. 2). know the magnitude of game influence 1 vs. 1 continuous to the dribbling learning outcomes. The type of research used is quasi-experimental research with quantitative approach. The result of this research is t-test significant value on t count (0.00) < t table (0.05) means H0 is acceptable and there is a significant influence of application of 1 vs. 1 continuous game to dribbling learning outcomes. The amount of percentage improvement is on the learning result of dribbling equal to 10.65% and on the result of a study of controlling equal to 6.02%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The quality of a country depends on the education taken by the community in life. Every human being is entitled to get education from various levels, especially school education. Primary to senior high school level there are subjects of physical education. "Physical education is the process of education through physical activity, games or sports selected to achieve educational goals [9]. Physical education is an educational process that gives priority to physical activity that is fun and healthy for learners. A good physical education teacher must understand the topic to be conveyed to the students, and it is also important to develop a lesson plan so that the topic is not out of the discussion and in accordance with the learning objectives. Learning model is a way for teachers to organize teaching and learning activities to run in accordance with the expected goals. According to [4] "learning model is a form of activity that describes the teaching and learning activities from beginning to end are presented in a typical by the teacher." In order for the topic to be delivered teachers can be delivered to the maximum and can be received well by students, the teacher should be able to apply the learning model that can improve student learning outcomes. Student learning outcomes are said to be good if one indicator of the learning model applied by teachers can be accepted by students. "In the learning process students follow a series of teaching and learning process to get the value obtained from the learning process. learning outcomes during the learning process. Football is a sport game that requires teamwork from all aspects to the expected goal can be achieved. To achieve a good teamwork requires players who can master a variety of basic techniques and skills to play soccer, so it can play the ball in all positions and situations quickly, precisely, and carefully means not to waste energy and time. This is in accordance with the opinion expressed by [2] “because working in teams and thereby engaging an environment and context closer to real life increases students critical thinking skills and supports their ability to put theory into practice. In a group must have one goal that produces an opportunity to achieve a goal. This is in accordance with the opinions expressed by Vilar, Luis, et al [13] “Successful performance in team sports like soccer is influenced by the ability of players to identify opportunities for actions from their spatial temporal relationships with other players (both teammates and opponents) and key task constraints (such as the location of the sidelines, goal and ball).” By applying the game model is expected to improve student learning outcomes, especially dribbling and controlling topics. Dribbling is one of the techniques of playing in football. Football is often included in physical education learning because soccer is a simple and easy game to play by students, in the sport there are many elements of character education contained in it including student co-operation. Football is one of the mediators to educate in order to become an intelligent, skilled, honest, and sportsman. At football matches, it can be seen the field stars show dribbling techniques used to pass the opponent and prepare the space to easily pass the ball to a friend. Basically dribbling is kicking discontinuously or slowly, therefore the foot used in dribbling equals the foot used to kick the ball. Dribbling aims, among others, to approach the distance to the target, through the opponent, and inhibit the game. According to [6] "the teacher is a component in teaching that plays an important and important role, because the success of the teaching and learning process is determined by the teacher's teaching model." One of 64 game models in football that leads to sub dribbling topic and controlling class.
X is 1 Vs 1 continuous. Controlling / controlling the ball is a technique that must be mastered by every football player. According [3] explains bawhwa "techniques in receiving the ball there are two kinds of balls that are directly stopped (stopping) and receive the ball in the sense of controlling the ball (controlling). Basically controlling is done so that players easily control the ball so it is not easy to seize the opponent. Controlling is divided into when the ball is flat (rolling over the ground) and at the moment the ball bounces. In learning football sub-meteri controlling on class X is divided into three namely using the inner legs, using the outer legs and soles of the feet.

The purpose of the learning process is an increase in student learning outcomes. According [10] defines that "learning outcomes in students is a change of behavior as a result of the learning process that includes cognitive, psychomotor and affective learning outcomes." Learning outcomes are a result of judgment obtained by students during the learning process. With the results of learning can also be used as an evaluation topic for teachers. How to measure student learning outcomes is to provide tests for students. To find out and measure the learning outcomes that students get during the learning process, the teacher gives the test. According to [5] "the test is a systematic procedure created in the form of tasks standardized and given to individuals or groups to be worked on, answered, or responded to, in written form, oral or deed."

The game is not only needed in the age of the children, but the game is also needed during adolescence because with the game besides making fun also can strengthen solidarity and sensitivity to each other. With the game can increase the motivation of students and can build positive ideas. The same is also stated by [1] "Games provide a natural motivation," the game provides a natural motivation, is the right part in teaching the strategy, and the many benefits that can be used that is to help build a concept of thinking. So the game is a fun activity and as a means of socializing with the surrounding environment and can increase motivation and foster positive values such as cooperation, responsibility, honesty and sportsmanship. In learning the students are expected to practice what is directed by the teacher, so the problems that arise can be minimized. There is no possibility that any learning gets difficulties in the learning process. Therefore, teachers should have the ability to use learning models that are appropriate to the conditions in the school. The model can guarantee flexibility to enable a person who uses a particular model to make adjustments to the situation or condition better.

Several studies have analyzed the effect of modifying the number of players, pitch size, exercise duration, coach encouragement, rule changes, ball contacts and different periods of play on the physiological demands of soccer. SSG has characteristics and factors that offer many variations. Several studies have analyzed the effect of modification of the number of players, field size, duration of training, support from coaches, regulatory changes, contact with balls and different types of games about physiological soccer game.

Characteristics of the SSG game is a football game model that in the implementation can adjust to existing conditions in the field including the number of players, rules of the game, field size, game duration, contact with the ball, and changes in different types of games. The purpose of this study is to find information from the problems that exist in the formulation of the above problems.

1). To know the effect of 1 Vs 1 continuous game on dribbling learning outcomes and controlling soccer on students of class X IPA 1 Senior High School 16 Surabaya. 2). To know the magnitude of game influence 1 Vs 1 continuous to learning result dribbling and controlling soccer in student class X IPA 1 in Senior High School 16 Surabaya.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this research type of research used is quasi experimental research with quantitative approach. This quasi-experimental research is a type of experimental research whose requirements are not satisfied in pure experimental research, such as controlling variables, control groups, treatment or manipulation of activities and test results. Among the four requirements, the study did not use a control group so it was called pre experiment. According to [11] "called quasi experiments because there is no characteristic equation (random) and no control of variables." The design of this study was by using One Group Pretest - Posttest Design because there was only one sample group and did not use the control group. According [12] explains that in the design model of this study, the group was not randomly or coupled, nor was there a comparison group, but was given preliminary and final tests in addition to the treatment. In a study there were populations and samples. "Sampling is the process of selecting a sufficient number of elements from the population, so that 1 out of 10 classes of class X with the number of each class between 30-40 research students on the sample and an understanding of the nature or characteristics will allow us to generalize the nature or characteristics is on the population element [7]. In this research the sampling technique using simple random sampling. In conducting instrument research is needed for researchers to determine the success of treatment given to the subject of research. According [10] explains that "The research instrument is a tool to measure tests in a study. The research instrument is a tool used to measure both natural and social phenomena being observed. "In this study the instrument used is a zig-zag test."

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

Analysis of the results of this study will be described with descriptive results of the results of hypothesis testing. Descriptive data to be presented in the form of data from learning result of Physical Education dribbling topic and
controlling of soccer before and after given game 1 Vs 1 continuous at student of class X IPA 1 Senior High School 16 Surabaya obtained from pre- test and post-test experimental group. As for the sample of research that is class X IPA 1 with the number of students as much as 36 students, but at the time of taking data of students who follow the pre-test, treatment 1, treatment 2 and post-test only amounted to 24 students. In the description of this data will discuss the average value, standard deviation, variant, the highest value and the lowest value of the average pre-test and post-test treatment group about the effect of 1 Vs 1 continuous game on learning outcomes dribbling and controlling soccer. Based on the results of the above data it can be seen the average value of pre-test dribbling is 70.40 with standard deviation of 3.11 variant of 9.68, the lowest value of 66.70 and the highest value of 75.00. While in the post-test data the average value is 77.90 with a standard deviation of 2.50, a variant of 6.23, the lowest value of 72.90 and the highest value of 81.20. In the pre-test controlling the average score was 73.38, with the standard deviation of 2.86, the variance of 8.16, the lowest score of 69.00, the highest score of 78. While in post-test controlling the average value was 77.80, with a standard deviation of 2.84, a variance of 6.23, the lowest score of 72, the highest score of 83. the difference between the pre-test and post-test dribbling for the mean is 7.5, the standard deviation difference between the pre-test and the post-test is 0.61, the variance difference between the pre- and post-test values of 3.45, the lowest difference between the pre-test and the post-test. So from the result of the data can be seen big increase between pre-test and post-test class X IPA 1 that is = 10.65%. While on controlling result the difference between pre-test and post-test average value is 4.42, deviation standard difference value between pre-test and post-test is 0.02, varian difference value between pre-test and post- test of 1.93, the minimum difference between the pre-test and the post-test is 3, and the maximum difference between the pre-test and the post-test of 5. So from that result can be seen the increase between pre-test and post- test that is 6.02%.

First pre-test research process consisted of 3 aspects of the test such as affective using attitude assessment, cognitive observation by answering 4 items essay, and psychomotor dribbling with zig-zag test and controlling with judgment expert. Pre-test is done during teaching and learning activities that is 3x45 minutes. In the process of implementing all three test items, students are accompanied by researchers and students explained about the rules and how to perform the three test items. In the implementation of psychomotor tests students follow the zig-zag test for dribbling and judgment expert for test of student’s controlling skill, there is a change in motion control. In the pre-test students are still difficult to control the movement of the ball and the body is still less relaxed, but in this post-test students are accustomed to control the motion of the ball and the body can relax.

IV. CONCLUSION

This discussion will discuss the declaration of the effect of 1 Vs 1 continuous game on the learning outcomes of dribbling and controlling in soccer in students of class X IPA 1 in Senior High School 16 Surabaya. In this study, researchers apply the learning model in the form of the game is expected to improve student learning outcomes, especially on soccer learning topics that is dribbling and controlling that is by applying the game 1 Vs 1 continuous. In the research process, the first meeting conducted pre-test consisting of 3 aspects of the test such as affective using attitude assessment, cognitive observation by answering 4 items essay, and psychomotor dribbling with zig-zag test and controlling with judgment expert. Pre-test is done during teaching and learning activities that is 3x45 minutes. In the process of implementing all three test items, students are accompanied by researchers and students explained about the rules and how to perform the three test items. In the implementation of psychomotor tests students follow the zig-zag test for dribbling and judgment expert skills for controlling skills look enthusiastic but still difficult to do controlling and dribbling because students have not been able to master the motion of the ball.

Students are given treatment by using 3 kinds of 1 Vs 1 continuous game that is 1 Vs 1 disguise (spotters), 1 Vs 1 lose defender, and 1 Vs 1 random. In this second treatment the game model level is more difficult than the previous game model. Just like the second meeting, each game is held for 25 minutes and is divided into 2 small groups in each game. Differences seen in the third treatment, students look enthusiastic and more active in the game activity because it can mempamahi rules and how to play games. Differences are seen in the post-test with pre-test performed earlier. In psychomotor test zig-zag test for dribbling skill test and judgment expert for test of student’s controlling skill, there is a change in motion control. In the pre-test students are still difficult to control the movement of the ball and the body is still less relaxed, but in this post-test students are accustomed to control the motion of the ball and the body can relax.
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